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Abstract: Recently, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based hashing method has
achieved its promising performance for image retrieval task. However, tackling the
discrepancy between quantization error minimization and discriminability maximization
of network outputs simultaneously still remains unsolved. Motivated by the concern, we
propose a novel Balanced Deep Supervised Hashing (BDSH) based on variant posterior
probability to learn compact discriminability-preserving binary code for large scale image
data. Distinguished from the previous works, BDSH can search an equilibrium point within
the discrepancy. Towards the goal, a delicate objective function is utilized to maximize the
discriminability of the output space with the variant posterior probability of the pair-wise
label. A quantization regularizer is utilized as a relaxation from real-value outputs to the
desired discrete values (e.g., -1/+1). Extensive experiments on the benchmark datasets
show that our method can yield state-of-the-art image retrieval performance from various
perspectives.
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1 Introduction
We are living in an age of information explosion every day, hundreds of billions of images
are uploaded to the internet. How to develop effective and efficient image search algorithm
is becoming more and more important. In fact, the simplest way to search relevant images
is sorting the database images according to the distances between the database images and
the query image in the feature space, and returning the nearest images. For a database with
billions of images, which is quite common today, searching linearly through a database is
unimaginable due to a great deal of time and memory cost. Therefore, hashing method
draws more and more attention due to its fast query speed and low memory cost [Gong and
Lazebnik (2011)].

Hashing method with hand-crafted features was a hot spot in computer vision field for
a long time. These hashing methods [Zhang, Zhang, Li et al. (2014); Shen, Shen, Liu
et al. (2015); Lin, Shen, Shi et al. (2014)] have achieved their good performance in image
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retrieval by utilizing some elaborately designed features, which are more appropriate for
tackling the visual similarity retrieval rather than the semantic similarity retrieval. By
hashing approaches, the images as inputs are mapped to compact binary codes, which
approximately preserve the data structure in the original space [Liu, Wang, Ji et al. (2012)].
The cost of retrieval time and restore memory can be greatly reduced, because the images
are represented by binary codes (e.g., -1/+1) instead of real-valued features. On the other
hand, the recent success of CNNs in many tasks, such as image classification [Krizhevsky,
Sutskever and Hinton (2012)], objection detection [Szegedy, Toshev and Erhan (2013);
Meng, Rice, Wang et al. (2018)], visual recognition [Chen, Chen, Wang et al. (2014);
Wu, Wang, Li et al. (2018); Wang, Lin, Wu et al. (2017)], brings more probability to
tackle hashing problem. In these various tasks, the convolutional neural networks can
be regarded as a feature extractor, which is driven by the objection functions that are
specifically designed for the separate tasks. These promising applications of CNNs show
the robustness of feature learned to scale, translation, rotation and occlusion. The feature
learned by convolutional neural networks can well capture the latent semantic information
of images instead of appearance differences. Because of the satisfactory performance of
CNNs as a feature extractor, hashing approaches based CNNs, such as [Lai, Pan, Liu et al.
(2015); Zhuang, Lin, Shen et al. (2016); Liu, Wang, Shan et al. (2016); Li, Wang and Kang
(2016); Zhu and Gao (2017)], are proposed to solve hashing problem. Generally, deep
hashing methods consist of two modules: i) feature extractor and ii) feature quantization
that encourages the CNNs outputs to approximate the desired discrete values (e.g., -1/+1).

Figure 1: The network architecture of BDSH consists of 5 convolution layers, 3 pooling
layers and 3 fully connected layers. The objective function is elaborately designed to exploit
discriminative features between image pairs and make the network outputs approximate the
desired discrete values. And the binary hash codes are generated by directly quantizing the
image outputs with function sign

Our goal is to map the images to compact binary hash codes and preserve the
discriminability of features to support efficient and effective search simultaneously. As
shown in Fig. 2(a), our learning framework aims at minimizing the quantization error from
the network real-valued features to the desired discrete values (e.g., -1/+1). And meanwhile,
as shown in Fig. 2(b), another goal achieved by our framework is to maximize the
discriminability of network outputs. Since it is extremely difficult to optimize CNNs based
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model by the non-differentiable loss function in Hamming space. It suggests that directly
computing compact binary codes by the CNNs based model could be challenging. As
shown in Fig. 2, minimizing the feature quantization error in hashing can lead to the changes
of feature distribution, thus inevitably reduce the discriminability of features [Zhu and Gao
(2017)]. Among the existing hashing methods, there always exists a discrepancy between
maximizing the discriminability of network outputs and minimizing the quantization error.
Inspired by this concern, we propose Deep Supervised Hashing based on variant posterior
probability to support fast and accurate image retrieval , whose objective is to search an
equilibrium point between the discriminability and the quantization error. In practice, a
delicate objective function is proposed to maximize the discriminability of network outputs
with the variant posterior probability of the pair-wise label. Simultaneously we expect
that the distance between the similar image pairs is as small as possible, and the distance
between the dissimilar ones is large. Meanwhile, we adopt a quantization module as a
relaxation to make the network outputs approach the desired discrete values. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as following:

• Based on posterior probability, we address the discrepancy between the quantization
error minimization and the discriminability maximization. A mathematical connection
between posterior probability and contrastive loss is made to better understand the overall
objective function within our method.

• We propose a Balanced Deep Supervised Hashing based on variant posterior probability
-an end-to-end framework, which can effectively achieve good balance between the
quantization error and feature discriminability.

• Experiment studies on benchmark datasets show that BDSH can greatly outperform all
existing methods to achieve the state-of-the-art performance in image retrieval tasks.

2 Related work
Existing hashing methods, including LSH [Gionis, Indyk and Motwani (1999)], SH [Weiss,
Torralba and Fergus (2008)], ITQ [Gong and Lazebnik (2011)], LFH [Zhang, Zhang, Li
et al. (2014)], LCDSH [Zhu and Gao (2017)] and etc, have been proposed to improve the
effectiveness of approximate nearest neighbour search because of their low restore memory
and high retrieval speed. And all these existing methods can be divided into two classes:
data-independent hashing methods [Gionis, Indyk and Motwani (1999); Andoni and Indyk
(2008)] and data-dependent hashing methods [Weiss, Torralba and Fergus (2008); Gong
and Lazebnik (2011)].

In the early years, because of the lack of image data, many researchers focus on the
data-independent hashing methods, which use random projections to produce hashing
codes. Data-independent hashing methods, for example, Locality Sensitive Hashing
(LSH) [Gionis, Indyk and Motwani (1999)], can achieve good performance with long
enough codes (32 bits or even more) theoretically. However, the huge demands of
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bits quantization is against the motivation of hashing. To solve the limitation of
data-independent hashing methods, data-dependent hashing methods are proposed. These
proposed methods try to learn a hash function from training data to hash codes by
data-driven methods.

Data-dependent hashing method can be further categorized into two classes: unsupervised
hashing methods and supervised hashing methods. On the one hand, compared with
supervised hashing methods, unsupervised hashing methods only utilize unlabelled training
data to learn hashing function to produce compact hash codes. For example, Spectral
Hashing (SH) [Weiss, Torralba and Fergus (2008)] defined a hard criterion for a good
code that is related to graph partitioning and used a spectral relaxation to obtain a binary
code; Iterative Quantization (ITQ) [Gong and Lazebnik (2011)] attempts to minimize
the quantization error of mapping this data to the vertices of a zero-centered binary
hypercube. RSCMVD [Wang, Lin, Wu et al. (2015a)] proposes robust subspace clustering
for multi-view data by exploiting correlation consensus. WMFRW [Wang, Zhang, Wu
et al. (2015)] constructs multiple graphs with each one corresponding to an individual view,
and a cross-view fusion approach based on graph random walk is presented to derive an
optimal distance measure by fusing multiple metrics. On the other hand, supervised hashing
methods are proposed to explore complex semantic similarity with supervised learning.
LBMCH [Wang, Lin, Wu et al. (2015b)] learned bridging mapping between images and tags
to preserve cross-modal semantic correlation. Supervised discrete hashing (SDH) [Shen,
Shen, Liu et al. (2015)], in which the learning objective is to produce the optimal binary
hash code for linear classification, directly solved the corresponding discrete optimization
without any relaxations. The method above learns hash function by linear projections, so
it can hardly achieve satisfactory performance on linearly inseparable data. To avoid this
shortcoming, Supervised Hashing with Kernels (KSH) [Liu, Wang, Ji et al. (2012)] and
Binary Reconstruction Embedding (BRE) [Kulis and Darrell (2009)] are proposed to obtain
compact binary code in kernels space.
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Figure 2: The distributions of network outputs in ideal case. (a) The feature distribution
with minimizing quantization error and neglecting discriminability. (b) The feature
distribution with maximizing discriminability and neglecting quantization error
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While the above methods have certainly achieved improved retrieval performance by some 
extend, the features used are still based on hand-crafted features. These methods are not 
be able to capture the semantic structure in large-scale image data. To tackle the problem, 
most recently, deep learning is used to learn features and hashing function simultaneously. 
Deep Hashing [Liong, Lu, Wang et al. (2015)] produce a compact binary code by a 
non-linear deep network. Methods such as [Zhao, Huang, Wang et al. (2015); Lai, Pan, 
Liu et al. (2015); Zhang, Lin, Zhang et al. (2015); Wu and Wang (2018)] are proposed to 
learn both image feature representations and hash codes together by the promising CNNs, 
which have achieve improved retrieval performance. Zhao et al. [Zhao, Huang, Wang 
et al. (2015); Lai, Pan, Liu et al. (2015); Zhang, Lin, Zhang et al. (2015)] make use of 
CNNs to learn hash function, which can preserve the semantic relations of image-triplets. 
DSH [Liu, Wang, Shan et al. (2016)] maximize the discriminability of the output space 
by a contrastive loss part [Hadsell, Chopra and Lecun (2006)]. And simultaneously DSH 
imposed a regularization on the real-valued outputs to approximate the desired discrete 
values by a quantization regularizer. DPSH [Li, Wang and Kang (2016)] adopted a negative 
log likelihood function similar to LFH [Zhang, Zhang, Li et al. (2014)] to maximize the 
feature discriminability, while the quantization part is used to reduce the quantization 
error. LCDSH [Zhu and Gao (2017)] models the hash problem as maximizing the posterior 
probability of the pairwise label given pairwise hash codes. However, in formula, the loss 
function of LCDSH is still a combination of discriminability part and quantization part. 
But LCDSH is prone to maximize the discriminability, which will cause huge quantization 
error.
By extracting pair-wise images feature and binary-like code learning, these hash methods 
have achieved greatly performance on image retrieval tasks. But there exist still some 
drawbacks about the objective function of these hash methods, which limit greatly their 
practical performance on image retrieval. And in the experiment section, we will show 
these details by a series of extensive experiments.

3 Approach

Our goal is to learn a projection P from I to B that produces compact binary codes for 
images such that: i) the binary codes of relevant images should be similar in Hamming 
space, and vice versa; ii) the binary codes should be produced efficiently. To this end, the 
hash codes of similar semantically images should be as near as possible, meanwhile the hash 
codes of dissimilar ones should be as far as possible. To keep a balance between minimizing 
the quantization error and maximizing the discriminability of binary codes, we propose a 
Balanced Deep Supervised Hashing (BDSH) method. And the network architecture of our 
BDSH is displayed in Fig. 1.
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Table 1: The notation of BDSH
Notation Illustration

I the training set
Ii the i th image in training set
xi the network output of image Ii
xj the network output of image Ij
sij sij = 1, if xi and xj are similar, and sij = −1, otherwise
S the label set (sij ∈ S)
bi the binary code of image Ii
B the k-bit binary code space
k code length
N total number of images in training set
m a margin threshold parameter (m > 0)
α a weighting parameter
〈·, ·〉 inner product
‖ · ‖1 the L1 norm of vector
‖ · ‖2 the L2 norm of vector
| · | the element-wise absolute value operation

3.1 Loss function of BDSH

Given the pairwise similarity relationship S = {sij}, the Maximum a Posterior estimation
of hash codes can be represented as:

p(B|S) ∝ p(S|B)p(B) =
∏
sij∈S

p(sij |B)p(B) (1)

where p(S|B) denotes the likelihood function, p(B) is the prior distribution. For each pair
of the images, p(sij |B) is the conditional probability of sij given their hash codes B, which
is defined as follows:

p(sij |B) = δ(sijΦij) (2)

where δ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x) is the sigmoid function, Φij = 1
2〈bi, bj〉 = 1

2b
T
i bj .

L1(S|B) = − log p(S|B)

= −
∑
sij∈S

log p(sij |B)

=
∑
i,j

log(1 + e−sijΦij ) (3)

Deep supervised hashing method is to learn a mapping from I to B, such that there is a
suitable binary code bi ∈ {+1,−1}k for each image Ii. For hashing task, semantically
relevant images should be encoded to similar binary hash codes. More exactly, the
binary hash codes of similar images should be as near as possible in the Hamming space,
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meanwhile the binary codes of dissimilar ones should be as far as possible. For this purpose,
the objective function is naturally designed to pull the features of similar images close in
the output space, and push the features of dissimilar ones far away from each other. So as a
special variant of Eq. (3), the loss with respect to image pairs is defined as :

L1(sij , bi, bj) =
1

2
(1 + sij) max(m− 〈bi, bj〉, 0)

+
1

2
(1− sij) max(m+ 〈bi, bj〉, 0) (4)

where the distance between two binary-like features is computed directly by inner product
〈·, ·〉, and m is a threshold parameter. The first term is to punish similar images encoded to
dissimilar binary-like codes, when their distances falls below the margin threshold m. And
the second term is to penalize dissimilar images encoded to similar binary-like codes. To
avoid collapsed solution, only those image pairs (similar/dissimilar) keeping their distances
within a range (m) are eligible to devote to the loss function.

But it is very difficult to optimize Eq. (4) directly in Hamming space. To eliminate this
limitation, in this work we adopt a special regularizer that encourages the real-valued
features to approximate the desired discrete codes (e.g., +1/-1). The regularizer is defined
as:

L2(xi, xj) = ‖|xi| − 1‖22 + ‖|xj | − 1‖22 (5)

We aim to maximize the discriminability of the real-valued network outputs and minimize
the quantization error from real-values to desired discrete values simultaneously. Then the
whole loss function can be written as:

L(xi, xj , sij) = L1(xi, xj , sij) + αL2(xi, xj)

=
1

2
(1 + sij) max(m− 〈xi, xj〉, 0)

+
1

2
(1− sij) max(m+ 〈xi, xj〉, 0)

+ α(‖|xi| − 1‖22 + ‖|xj | − 1‖22) (6)

where α is a weight parameter to control the strength of the regularizer. Theoretically, when
the α is larger, the network outputs is closer to the desired discrete values, and consequently
the feature discriminability will decrease sharply. And 1 is a vector of all ones. More details
will be shown in the extensive experiments. Here we use inner product 〈·, ·〉 to measure
the distance between network outputs directly, and L2-norm is adopted to encourage the
real-valued feature to approximate the desired discrete hash codes.

With the objective function, the network model can be trained by back-propagation
algorithm by Adam method (of course, mini-batch gradient descent method can also be
adopted). The sub-gradients of the Eq. (6) are respectively written as:

∂L

∂xi
=
∂L1

∂xi
+ α

∂L2

∂xi
(7)
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∂L1

∂xi
=

{
−sijxj , |〈xi, xj〉| < m

0, else
(8)

∂L2

∂xi
= 2‖|xi| − 1‖1δ(xi) (9)

where

δ(x) =

{
1, −1 ≤ x ≤ 0 or x ≥ 1

−1, otherwise
(10)

Our purpose is to minimize the overall objective function:

L (X,S) =
N∑

i,j=1

L(xi, xj , sij) (11)

where i, j ∈ {1, · · · , N}, i 6= j. With such a framework, we can easily produce compact
binary codes of images by function sign(x).

3.2 Implementation details

Our BDSH method is implemented with TensorFlow on a single NVIDIA 1080 GPU.
The network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. The weights layers of the last one
fully-connected layers are initialized with "Xavier" initialization. In the training process,
the batch size is set to 200 and epoch to 100. The learning rate of the first seven layers
is set to 10−5 and the last fully-connected layers to 10−4 . The network is trained by
back-propagation algorithm with Adam method, and beta1 is set to 0.9, beta2 to 0.999. The
threshold parameter m in Eq. (4) is set to 2k (k is the hash codes length). The weighting
parameter α in Eq. (6) is set to 10 to control the strength of the quantization regularizer.

4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets and evaluation metrics

We compare our proposed model with other state-of-the-art methods on two widely used
benchmark datasets: (1) CIFAR-10 [Krizhevsky (2009)]. This dataset is composed of
60,000 32×32 color images, which are divided into 10 classes (6000 images per class). It is
a single-label dataset, where each image belongs to one of the ten categories.The images are
resized to 224×224 before inputting to the the CNN-based models. (2) NUS-WIDE [Chua,
Tang, Hong et al. (2009)]. This dataset has 269,648 images gathered from Flickr. It is
a multi-label dataset, where each image belongs to one or multiple class labels from 81
classes. Following Liu et al. [Liu, Wang, Shan et al. (2016); Li, Wang and Kang (2016); Zhu
and Gao (2017)], we only make use of the images consociated with the 21 most frequent
classes, where each of these classes consist of at least 5000 images. As a result, a total
of 195,834 images in NUS-WIDE are used. These images also are resized to 224×224
and then utilized as input data for these CNN-based state-of-the-art methods as well as our
BDSH.
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Figure 3: The convergence rate and MAP result of our model on CIFAR-10. (a) The
convergence rate w.r.t different number of epochs. (b) The precision-recall curves on
different hash code lengths. (c) The precision with different number of top returned images

In our experiments, we sample 1000 images (100 images per class) as the query set in
CIFAR-10 at random. For the supervised methods, we make a random sample of 5000
images (500 images per class) from the rest images as the training set. The pair-wise label
set S is constructed based on the image category label. On the other words, two images (Ii
and Ij) will be considered to be similar (sij=1), if Ii and Ij have the same label. For the
unsupervised methods, we make use of the rest images as the training set. In NUS-WIDE,
by following the strategy in [Xia, Pan, Lai et al. (2014)], we make a random selection of
2100 query images from 21 most frequent labels (100 images per class). For the supervised
methods, we make a random sample of 10500 images (500 images per class) from the rest
images as the training set. The pair-wise label set S is constructed based on the image
category label. More exactly, if two images (Ii and Ij) share at least one positive label, Ii
and Ij are considered to be similar (sij=1), and dissimilar otherwise. We calculate the mean
Average Precision values within the top 5000 returned neighbors.

Following previous works, the mean Average Precision (MAP) for different code lengths is
utilized to measure the retrieval performance of our proposed method and other baselines.

4.2 Evaluation to hyper-parameter

In this part, we validate the effectiveness of the Hyper-Parameter α and m. We test the
models with α = {0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50} and m = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} ∗ k with k = 12. In
Tab. 2(b), we report the MAP of our method with respect to different α in CIFAR-10 and
NUS-WIDE dataset. In Tab. 2(a), we report the MAP of our method with respect to different
m in CIFAR-10 and NUS-WIDE dataset. The retrieval MAP of different models are listed
in Tab. 3. And Fig. 4 reports the distribution of feature on the test set of CIFAR-10 with
respect to different Hyper-Parameter α, where m = 24 (k = 12). From the experiment
results, we can make three observations:

• In Tab. 2(a), we can observe that different m imposes little effect upon the MAP for hash
codes with k = 12.
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Table 2: MAP of model under different setting of m and α on CIFAR-10 and NUS-WIDE

(a) MAP of model under different setting
of m (α = 10)

Model CIFAR-10 NUS-WIDE
m-12 0.742 0.780
m-24 0.766 0.792
m-36 0.756 0.778
m-48 0.753 0.776
m-60 0.742 0.751
m-72 0.726 0.734

(b) MAP of model under different setting
of α (m = 24)

Model CIFAR-10 NUS-WIDE
α-0 0.718 0.733
α-10 0.766 0.792
α-20 0.734 0.750
α-30 0.723 0.747
α-40 0.715 0.724
α-50 0.654 0.705

• When α=0, the features of network concentrate on 0 (Fig. 4(a)) and we can see that the
MAP is quite low on both two datasets (CIFAR-10 and NUS-WIDE) in Tab. 2(b). As α
grows, the network outputs gradually concentrate on -1 and +1 respectively.

• Under proper settings of α and m, our method can generate compact hash codes for
images. From Fig. 4 and Tab. 2(b), we can observe that the smaller α is, the more
notable the discriminability of the network outputs is. And the larger α is, the closer the
real-valued features is to the desired discrete hash codes.
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Figure 4: The distributions of network outputs under different settings of α(m = 24) on
CIFAR-10
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Thus there exists a discrepancy obviously of deep hashing between maximizing the
discriminability and minimizing the quantization error. However, we can attempt to search
an equilibrium point to keep a balance, where images can be mapped to compact binary
codes by maximizing the discriminability of the network outputs and minimizing the
quantization error from real-valued features to the desired discrete hash codes.

4.3 Comparison with the state-of-the-art

Comparative methods: we compare our method with a number of state-of-the-art hashing
methods.These hashing methods can be divided into three categories:

• Unsupervised hashing methods with hand-crafted features, including Spectral Hashing
(SH) [Weiss, Torralba and Fergus (2008)] and Iterative Quantization (ITQ) [Gong and
Lazebnik (2011)].

• Supervised hashing methods with hand-crafted features, including Latent Factor Hashing
(LFH) [Zhang, Zhang, Li et al. (2014)], Fast Supervised Hashing (FastH) [Lin, Shen, Shi
et al. (2014)] and Supervised Discrete Hashing (SDH) [Shen, Shen, Liu et al. (2015)].

• Deep hashing methods, including Network in Network Hashing (NINH) [Lai, Pan,
Liu et al. (2015)], CNNH [Xia, Pan, Lai et al. (2014)], Deep Binary Embedding
Network (DBEN) [Zhuang, Lin, Shen et al. (2016)], Deep Supervised Hashing with
Pairwise Labels (DPSH) [Li, Wang and Kang (2016)], Deep Supervised Hashing
(DSH) [Liu, Wang, Shan et al. (2016)], Locality-Constrained Deep Supervised Hashing
(LCDSH) [Zhu and Gao (2017)].

For hashing methods with hand-crafted features, each image in CIFAR-10 [Krizhevsky
(2009)] is represented with a 512-D GIST feature vector. And each image in NUS-WIDE
[Chua, Tang, Hong et al. (2009)] is represented by a 1134-D low level feature vector, which
consists of a 64-D color histogram, a 73-D edge direction histogram, a 128-D wavelet
texture, 144-D color correlogram, a 255-D block-wise color moments and a 500-D bag of
words based on SIFT descriptions.

For deep hashing methods, the raw image pixels are directly used as inputs, which all have
been resized into 224×224. We adopt the CNN-F networks to initialize the first seven layers
of our models, which is pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [Russakovsky, Deng, Su et al.
(2015)]. And, the initialization strategy is same as other deep hashing methods including,
DSRH [Zhao, Huang, Wang et al. (2015)], DSH [Liu, Wang, Shan et al. (2016)], DPSH [Li,
Wang and Kang (2016)], LCDSH [Zhu and Gao (2017)].

The MAP of different methods on two benchmark datasets (CIFAR-10 and NUS-WIDE)
is reported in Tab. 3. It is observed that our BDSH greatly outperforms other baselines.
Although both LCDSH and DPSH are CNN-based hashing methods with image pairs and
quantization error, BDSH outperforms these two methods.
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Table 3: MAP of different hashing methods on CIFAR-10 and NUS-WIDE. The MAP
for two datasets is calculated based on the top 5,000 returned neighbors. DSH* denotes
replacing the original network of DSH with CNN-F and then training the model by the
similar initialization strategy as ours

Method
CIFAR-10 NUS-WIDE

12-bit 24-bit 32-bit 48-bit 12-bit 24-bit 32-bit 48-bit
Ours 0.766 0.800 0.812 0.831 0.792 0.810 0.832 0.844

LCDSH 0.752 0.794 0.801 0.810 0.776 0.803 0.810 0.819
DSH* 0.742 0.754 0.758 0.755 0.731 0.747 0.751 0.763
DPSH 0.713 0.727 0.744 0.757 0.752 0.774 0.794 0.804
DSH 0.616 0.652 0.643 0.621 0.548 0.554 0.523 0.562

DBEN 0.650 0.760 0.765 0.770 0.650 0.745 0.760 0.775
NINH 0.552 0.566 0.558 0.581 0.674 0.697 0.713 0.715
CNNH 0.439 0.476 0.472 0.489 0.611 0.618 0.625 0.608

FastH+CNN 0.553 0.607 0.619 0.636 0.779 0.807 0.816 0.825
SDH+CNN 0.478 0.557 0.584 0.592 0.780 0.804 0.815 0.824
KSH+CNN 0.488 0.539 0.548 0.563 0.768 0.786 0.790 0.799
LFH+CNN 0.208 0.242 0.266 0.339 0.695 0.734 0.739 0.759
ITQ+CNN 0.237 0.246 0.255 0.261 0.719 0.739 0.747 0.756
SH+CNN 0.183 0.164 0.161 0.161 0.621 0.616 0.615 0.612

Table 4: Training time (hours) of different hashing methods on CIFAR-10 and NUS-WIDE
Methods CIFAR-10 NUS-WIDE

Ours 0.18 1.1
DPSH 0.18 1.1
DBEN 9.6 18
NINH 108 212
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Comparison of training time: Here we compare our methods with three hashing methods,
including DPSH, DBEN and NINH, because only the source codes of these hashing
methods are online available. Tab. 4 shows the training time of different hashing methods
with 12-bit code length in both CIFAR-10 and NUS-WIDE datasets. We can see that our
model is faster than DBEN and NINH, and equivalent to DPSH. It is worth noting that the
training time gaps between these hashing methods are due to the differences of the inputs
and the framework.

4.4 Result analysis

The MAP of different methods on CIFAR-10 and NUS-WIDE is reported in Tab. 3.
It is observed that our method greatly outperforms other baselines. In general, these
CNN-based methods greatly outperform the conventional hashing methods on these two
datasets. Moreover, as shown in Tab. 3, we investigate some conventional hashing methods,
which are trained with deep features extracted by CNN-F network. The performance were
significantly improved, but they were still inferior to our model.

Figure 5: Examples of top 10 retrieved images and precision@10 on CIFAR-10

Although, LCDSH models the hash problem as maximizing the posterior probability of the
pairwise label given pairwise hash codes, the aim of LCDSH is to preserve the pairwise
similarity rather than minimize the feature quantization error. Because of the discrepancy
between discriminability and quantization error, LCDSH will cause huge quantization error.
The distribution of LCDSH approximate extremely the distribution shown in Fig. 4(a).
DSH utilized a combination of contrastive loss and quantization error. However, feature
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quantization based hashing can lead to the change of feature distribution, which will make
the feature less discriminative. For fair comparison, we replace the network of DSH with
CNN-F. But the MAP of DSH* is still inferior to our method. DPSH make use of a posterior
probability to measure the discriminability of image pairs, which is similar to LCDSH. As
reported in Fig. 4, minimizing the feature quantization error in hashing can lead to the
change of feature distribution, thus inevitably reduce the feature discriminability. Instead
of minimizing the quantization error or maximizing the discriminability, we attempt to
search an equilibrium point within the discrepancy. Different from these deep hashing
method, a combination of posterior probability and contrastive loss is made to measure
the discriminability. And the distribution of BDSH is shown in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(e).
Naturally, as shown in Tab. 3, our BDSH method outperforms current state-of-the-art
methods on CIFAR-10 and NUS-WIDE datasets. And examples of top 10 retrieved images
and precision@10 on CIFAR-10 are reported in Fig. 5. BDSH can achieve effective and
efficient large scale image retrieval.

5 Conclusion
In order to achieve optimal balance between maximizing the discriminability and
minimizing the quantization error, we propose a Balanced Deep Supervised Hashing
to achieve effective and efficient large scale image retrieval. Since the discrepancy is
extremely difficult to tackle, we aim at seizing an equilibrium point to ease the conflict.
To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method, extensive experimental study has
been conducted. And results show that the proposed method greatly outperforms other
hashing methods. And our method is faster than conventional hashing methods in training
time and retrieval effectiveness. In future work, it is interesting and promising to develop
theoretical framework to optimize the performance further and apply framework to other
types of data (e.g., audio, video and text).
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